Abstract. This paper presents a new searching framework for optimal scaling of earthquake ground motion records as inputs for dynamics analysis. Two hybrid-coded Genetic Algorithms (GA), named real-permutation and binary-permutation GA, are e ectively used to solve an applicable optimization problem in earthquake engineering eld. Methodologies are outlined to choose a set of ground motions, with a good level of t to the design spectrum, and the corresponding scales simultaneously during a hybrid-coded process. The e ects of di erent parameters used in design of algorithms are investigated through sensitivity analysis to suggest a set of proper input values. Analysis showed that the sensitivity of the binary-permutation GA results to input parameters variations is less than that of real-permutation GA. The paper also concludes that binary-permutation GA is slightly more reliable than real-permutation GA; accordingly, it is recommended as a suitable algorithm to select and scale spectrum-compatible ground motion records.
Introduction
Nowadays, time-history dynamic analysis is vastly used by the growth of computer processors as an accurate and complete tool in seismic design and performance evaluation of buildings. Most design codes, as Iranian seismic design code (Standard No. 2800 [1] ), require a time-history dynamic analysis as an e cient method for seismic design of high-rise buildings and important structures, at least. To perform time-history analysis, seismic actions are described by a suit of ground motion records. The predicted seismic demands are highly dependent on ground motion characteristics used in the analyses. Hence, employing appropriate accelerograms is becoming increasingly important to reach an accurate and realistic response, particularly in the range of nonlinear behavior [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . A large body of literature exists on scaling and selection of ground motion records; however, some challenges emerged in some practical nonlinear dynamic analyses applications, such as how to select appropriate set of records or how many records should be used for analysis [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Ground motions that are used in the timehistory dynamic analysis should be the representation of regional seismicity at the site of interest [4, 5, 15] . To reach a set of ground motion records compatible with a hazard-consistent design spectrum, selected records should be scaled appropriately as adopted by most of the seismic design codes [6, 16, 17] . As a conventional procedure, compatibility of the 5% damped average response spectra of the selected records with design-code response spectrum, Uniform Hazard Spectrum (UHS), or Conditional Mean Spectrum (CMS), is controlled in the speci c range of the vibration period [4, 5, 18] . Ground motion records used in dynamic analysis can be categorized as real or simulated records. The use of simulated ground motions plays an important role in seismic hazard analysis, particularly for the cases with insu cient population number of recorded ground motions for the study region. Several different methods have been proposed by seismologists for ground motion simulation, among which stochastic methods are one of the e cient and most widely used approaches [19, 20] .
Di erent methods, presented in the past for scaling of earthquake ground motion, can be summarized as frequency domain methods [21] [22] [23] . In the frequency domain strategies, frequency content of the ground motions records is manipulated in order to obtain a reasonable match where in time domain methods, amplitude of earthquake records is manipulated through the analysis [24, 25] . The most important parameters in the records selection procedures are: magnitude, source-to-site distance, rupture mechanism, soil type, and duration of the earthquake. Shome et al. [8] chose a set of real accelerograms based on four di erent conditions of the magnitude and distance measures for nonlinear time-history analysis of a 5-storey building. Bommer and Acevedo [7] and Stewart et al. [26] assumed magnitude as the most important parameter in the selection procedure of earthquake records. Iervolino and Cornell [10] studied the dependency of the structure response on the magnitude and distance parameters. In their research, real records are divided into two main categories and compared with each other in di erent modes. The rst category is precise selection of record with speci c magnitude and distance from the site; the second category includes the random selection in a large database. Some other researchers examined the e ect of soil condition on the selection of compatible-spectrum records [27, 28] .
Selecting and scaling earthquake records compatible with the target spectrum (a spectral matching in frequency domain) can be considered as a constrained optimization problem, which can be solved using different algorithms. By increasing the computational power of engineering software, di erent stochastic optimization algorithms, including genetic algorithm [4] , simulated annealing [29] , particle swarm [30] , and harmony search [3, 31] , are vastly used in the optimization of the process of problem solving. In 2004, Naeim and co-workers developed a genetic-based method for selecting and scaling the earthquake records matched with target design spectrum [4] . They used a binarycoded genetic algorithm that treats any random union of 7 records and corresponding scale factors as a single \individual". The best Mean Square of Error (MSE) was calculated as 3.1% for the obtained ground motion datasets in the period range of 0.25 to 1.89 sec [4] . It is clear that the nature of the number of earthquakes in dataset and corresponding scale factors is di erent. For this reason and as a new innovation in GA-based solution for selecting and scaling of ground motions among a complex search space, the proposed genetic algorithms serve two chromosomes separately. The rst chromosome is considered for the selection of records number where the second chromosome performs the updating process of scale factors. Indeed, the hybridcoded nature of the genetic algorithm is a distinct characteristic of this study which increases computational e ciency, taking a step forward to reduce the error rate of analysis. As a result, two di erent hybrid-coded algorithms are developed herein: (I) realpermutations and (II) binary-permutation coded GA. Records taken into consideration are selected from the ground motion records of real earthquakes obtained in the past. For this purpose, a set of 374 horizontal strong ground motions recorded at rock sites (soil type II) is selected from the Peer Ground Motions Database [32] . Target spectrum corresponding to very high seismic condition is adopted according to Standard No. 2800. The results of optimization procedure include 7 records and related scale factors, so that the average of the selected recorded response spectrum has the minimum di erences with the selected target spectrum. E ects of the input parameters on the results and the degree of errors are obtained through the sensitivity analysis to answer this question that how sensitive the proposed algorithms to input parameters are.
Genetic algorithms
A genetic algorithm is a special kind of evolutionary algorithm and arti cial intelligence that uses biology techniques, such as inheritance and mutation, to nd appropriate answers. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a tool by which machines can perform a simulation mechanism of natural selection and model the mechanisms of genetic evolution [33] . The main characteristic of GA as a stochastic search algorithm is produced based on the principles of survival adoption and ttest [34] . Implementation of genetic algorithms begins by creating an initial population of chromosomes. The next step after generation of the initial population is choosing two parents and combining them into mating pool, which eventually provide one or two children and mutation of new o springs. New child replaces one of his weaker counterparts in the population. Then, the initial structures were evaluated and given a chance to reproduce based on their capability. The suitability of the solution is commonly determined according to the current population.
The problem space is interpreted as the search space and includes all possible solutions to the problem. The genetic algorithms are normally used in problems in which the search space is large and the typical search methods could not be used simply for them.
Genetic operators are used during the reproductive of each stage in GAs. The population of the next generation is produced via the e ect of this operator on a population. The parameters of selection, crossover, and mutation are the most used operators in genetic algorithms. The crossover operator has performed mating on two-parent (or more) chromosomes and has produced two children for the new generation. If the selected chromosomes had better properties, they would have a higher chance to obtain the optimal solution by less iteration. The mutation operator is applied to expand the population and generate new search points. The usage rate of this operator is important. If the mutation probability was too much, the algorithm would lose its ability to converge the optimal solution. On the other hand, if the low value of mutation rate was chosen, the algorithm would trap in local optimal or increase premature convergence due to the lack of genetic diversity. Hence, setting the mutation rate is important for genetic algorithms.
Key features of the proposed approaches
In the current work, two hybrid-encoded GA approaches as a new contribution are incorporated into the ground motion records selection procedure. These methods are named simply as hybrid genetic algorithm in this paper; however, it is di erent from those methods that combine GA with other searching methods. The rst algorithm is the combination of real and permutation-coded genetic algorithms, where binary and permutation genetic algorithms are jointed in encoding process of variables in the second hybrid algorithm. As a di erence, weighted average and uniform crossover techniques are respectively used for the rst chromosome of real-permutation and binarypermutation algorithms to assign them to scaling factors. Figure 1 shows a diagram which simply describes the computation procedure of the rst and second algorithms used in this paper.
In this section, detailed information about encoding process is given for the proposed GA. Binary encoding is used in binary-permutation to assign the scaling factors in this study. In this procedure, scale factors are presented by binary strings of bits, 0 or 1. Each chromosome is broken to develop a gene based on the length of the string (or bits), taken as 10 herein. It is noted that conventional genetic algorithm operates on the xed-length character strings; however, string length possibly re ects the level of accuracy or range of the individual variables. Figure 2 shows the representation of a particular individual of binary chromosome. In decoding procedure, a string is converted into an integer. Hence, the bit string is converted from binary to decimal form and normalized to values between 0 and 1. The process is calculated for the ith chromosome (x i ) that contains L i bits as follows: (x i ) 10 =bit(0) 2 0 + bit(1) 2 1 + bit(2) 2 2 + :::
where bit(k) represents the bit value at the kth position in a decimal string. Then, two chromosomes, selected as parents for crossover, will generate new o spring. Figure 2 illustrating uniform crossover has been adopted for binary GA in this paper to produce a new o spring. Finally, for mutation of an individual, the bit string is changed to 0 and 1 depending on its initial bit string. Permutation encoding has been applied to select record numbers in the proposed binary-permutation algorithm. It is worth noting that, in permutation encoding, each of chromosomes is considered as a string of numbers, representing a number in a sequence. Permutation representation for an initial individual, including seven variables, is depicted in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows the crossover process used for record number selection in permutation chromosomes. The real-permutation GA is performed similar to binarypermutation GA with a di erence where chromosomes in real-permutation GA are integer, and there is no need to convert the values.
Formulation of the problem
The database used in this study contains 374 real earthquake ground motions from shallow crustal events. The dataset includes earthquake records obtained at rock Selection of 7 spectrum-compatible records and corresponding scale factors is considered as an optimization problem herein. In this regard, GA as an e cient tool is utilized to nd an optimum solution by minimizing the error (or di erence) between average spectrum of records and target spectrum in a speci c range of period.
At rst, all of records in database are scaled based on the value of T 0 . Eq. (2) is used for this purpose as:
the range of i is 1 to 374 and T changes from T 0 to T n :
where SB i (T ) is value of the spectral acceleration of record number i that scales to T 0 at period T ; SA i (T ) is value of the spectral acceleration of record number i at period T ; F T (T ) is value of the target design spectrum at period T ; T 0 is initial period (in this research considered as 0:2T ); T n is nal period (i.e., 1:5T ); and T is vibration period of the structure. The objective function of the problem is to minimize the error between the averaged scale spectrum and the target spectrum in the range of T 0 to T n . Error function (Z) could be summarized as:
where S i is the scale factor of nth record.
The optimization procedure is subject to: S min S i S max ; (5) S min ; S max > 0; (6) where S min ; and S max are the minimum and maximum acceptable scaling factors, respectively. Eq. (5) is a constraint for the de ned optimization problem as:
for all periods T 0 T T n :
The variables (population) in this study are any arbitrary combination of 7 records and 7 scaling factors which are de ned as a single \individual" or chromosome. Each individual has fourteen subdivisions to represent each variable (seven for identi cation of the corresponding scale factors (chromosome 1) and seven for identi cation of records in the database (chromosome 2). In binary-permutation GA, a length of 10 binary digits is assigned to each subdivision making the total length of each individual equal to 140 binary digits. Since the records of integers and scale factors are real numbers, optimization approaches require a combination of the processes that separates the real numbers from integer.
Results
In order to show the e ciency of the developed algorithms and their accuracy in reducing errors, the results of analysis are discussed in this section. Regarding the stochastic nature of the genetic algorithm, di erent results can be achieved in each run. To ensure that optimal results are not random, the program is performed for all individuals in the population and stored in memory. Then, the program runs automatically ten times with the same people and the same number of generation, and nally the generation with lowest error is selected as the nal result.
E ect of each input parameter on the results was evaluated to nd the optimum values through sensitivity analysis. In order to improve the performance of the proposed GAs, the results of the previous phases are used as a starting point of a new analysis. For this purpose, after the rst run of each phase, the results of scale factors and the number of the earthquakes are saved in the form of n 7 matrix, and the searching space is limited to the saved values (n is the number of population). Meanwhile, in order to ensure the correct operation of the codes in reaching the minimum error, the program runs ten times for each parameter. Analysis with 10 di erent values is performed ten times with speci c time span; consequently, 1600 analyses are carried out by applying the rst and second algorithms. The best values obtained for each phase are tabulated and discussed in this section of the paper.
In the beginning, the value of the di erent variables is adopted based on the proposed values of Naeim et al. [4] reported in Table 1 , and then the optimum value for each input is calculated. In this table, Gen stands for generation, P op for population, LB for lowlevel scale factor, UB for upper level scale factor, P c for crossover percent, and P m for mutation rate of each chromosome.
Algorithm I: Real-permutation GA
Analysis of real-permutation genetic algorithm is started by the base values of Table 1 , then the program runs with 10 di erent values and 10 times for each value (the program runs 800 times). In each phase, the best result of 10 values is evaluated and reported. Finally, the best value of the parameter with the lowest error is recorded for the next operation. Likewise, the sensitivity of results to input parameters, including generation repetition, number of population individuals, lower and upper bound of the scaling factors, rst and second chromosome crossover ratios, and rst and second chromosome mutation probabilities, is discussed herein. At the end of this section, the optimum values of input parameters, selected records, and corresponding scale factors, obtained using binarypermutation genetic algorithm, are presented.
The e ect of generation repetition on the results of the real-permutation genetic algorithm is analyzed by 10 values of generation repetition from 50 to 500 with 50 intervals. The values of other parameters are selected based on Table 1 . The real-permutation genetic program is performed 10 times for each generation, and the results of the analysis are summarized in Table 2 . The rows of this table represent the best results of each generation with the lowest error. Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the function to the number of the generations. As a result, generation number of 200 with the minimum amount of error (1.52%) can be considered as the best number of the generation. It is worth mentioning that increasing the repetition of the generation does not always lead to the error reduction as the maximum value of error could be observed for the generation number of 500.
After selecting 200 generation repetitions, effect of the number of population individuals ranging from 50 to 500 with the interval of 50 is studied. Real-permutation genetic algorithm program was performed, overall 100 times, with the 10 values for the population individual. The best results of each individual with minimum errors are reported in Table 3 . Figure 5 illustrates the e ect of sensitivity function to the individual of the population in reaching the minimum error. The error attains its minimum at 200 population individuals (1.52%) that can be adopted as an optimum number in the real-permutation GA analysis.
The analysis is repeated 10 times with 10 values, ranging from 0.1 to 1 with the interval of 0.1 for lower bound of scaling factors. Table 4 presents the best run of each generation with the minimum value of error. The results show that the value of 0.7 for lower level of the scaling factor results in 1.19% error which is the minimum value for the error. Subsequently, the value of 0.7 is adopted as optimal value of this parameter. The e ect of sensitivity function on lower level of scaling factor in obtaining the minimum error is shown through Figure 5 . It could be seen that the error rate for 10 selected lower levels in this study varies Figure 5 . Error rate vs. number of generation, population size, lower and upper bounds of scaling factor, crossover and mutation ratios for the rst and second chromosomes in Algorithm I. from 1.19 to 4.32%. This indicates that the range of error variation for scaling lower level is more than that of the two pervious parameters (generation repetition and individual of the population). Accordingly, lower bound of scaling factor should be selected carefully, and selecting the value larger than 0.9 is not recommended for this parameter.
A real-permutation genetic search of a 200-individual population over 200 generations with lower level of 0.7 and 10 di erent values for upper bound of scaling factor ranging from 1.2 to 2 with the interval of 0.1 was utilized. The best results of analysis are presented in Table 5 . Again, variation of error against upper bound values of scaling factor is plotted in Figure 3 . Based on the results, the value of 1.8 is recommended for upper bound of scale, resulting in the error rate of 0.84; the selecting values less than 1.3 is not recommended (see Table 4 for more details).
For analysis of the e ect of the rst chromosome crossover ratio, 10 values of the probability ranged from 0. are xed. Results of searching for the real-permutation genetic algorithm to determine the appropriate value of the rst chromosome crossover ratio are summarized in Table 6 . The e ect of the sensitivity function on the rst chromosome crossover ratio in terms of errors between the average response spectra with the design spectrum is plotted in Figure 5 . Based on the results, the minimum rate of the error is related to the crossover ratio of 0.65, which is equal to 0.84. It is worth noting that the range of the error variation for di erent values changes from 0.84 to 3%. Similar analysis is carried out for the second chromosome. The best results of each run are put in Table 7 . Figure 5 also shows the e ect of the second chromosome crossover ratio in the solution of real-permutation GA. The maximum rate of success is obtained similarly for crossover ratio of 0.65, which is corresponding to error value of 0.84%.
Finally, the rst and second chromosome muta- Table 7 . The real-permutation GA results with di erent crossover ratios for the second chromosome. Pc2
Scale factor (S) Record number Error(%) Tables 8  and 9 , respectively. The minimum amount of error is related to the mutation rate of 0.025 and is equal to 0.84% for both of chromosomes (see Figure 5 ).
The nal optimum values for optimizing the controlling parameters of the rst hybrid genetic algorithm are summarized in Table 10 . The mean square error between is 0.84% when the rst hybrid genetic algorithm is used in selection and scaling procedure. The number of selected records in terms of their number in the database along with scaling factors for each record is presented in Table 11 . S factor in this table is the scaling factor obtained by GA-algorithm. Figure 6 compares the average response spectra of 7 selected records with design spectrum of the Standard No. 2800. Acceleration time histories of the selected ground motion records before and after scaling procedure are provided in Figure 7 .
Algorithm II: Binary-permutation GA
Encoding techniques in genetic algorithms are known as problem-speci c techniques. Unlike the permutation encoding that every chromosome is a string of numbers, in binary encoding as the most common form of encoding in GA, the data value is converted into binary strings. In the same way as was done for the rst algorithm, in uence of changes of input parameters on the results of binary-permutation GA is studied in this section to identify the appropriate input parameters values needed for best estimations. Similar range of variation for generation repetition from 50 to 500 with 50 intervals is considered for Algorithm II. The values of other parameters are selected according to Table 1 . Figure 8 shows the sensitivity of results to the number of the generations. Minimum value of error (0.97%) has been achieved for 300 generations which can be considered as the best number of the generation. The results also show that the best number of generation in this algorithm is larger than the rst algorithm, which can lead to less error value. Indeed, the range of error in binary-permutation genetic algorithm is about 0.097 to 2.19%, which is smaller than the error range of real-permutation GA (1.52 to 3.14%).
As an important input parameter, the impact of population size on the proposed binary-permutation genetic algorithm in producing minimum rate of error is evaluated herein. Population size represents the volume of the candidate solutions, and thus space of search. It controls selective pressure, population diversity; therefore, selection of appropriate value for population size will make the search e ective. The population size of GA is used in the range of 50 to 500 with the interval of 50. The minimum error is reached for 400 generations (0.77%), and this size of population can be taken as an appropriate value for this parameter (see Figure 8 ). It means that unlike the rst proposed algorithm, the increasing of population size to 400 in Algorithm II could reduce the error value more than 50%. However, the time taken to nd a good solution does not change signi cantly with the increase of population size from 200 to 400 in both of algorithms.
To evaluate the e ect of lower bound scaling factors on the proposed algorithm e ciency, the algorithm runs 10 times with 10 values, ranging from 0.1 to 1 with the interval of 0.1. The generation repetition and population size are xed on 300 and 400, respectively. Other input parameters have been selected based on Table 1 . We have summarized the results in Figure 8 . The results show that the value of 0.5 for lower level of scaling factor resulted in 0.77% error could be nominated as the optimal value. The error rate for 10 selected lower levels varies from 0.77 to 2.4. The worst case (corresponding to maximum value of error) is related to the lower value of 0.1. Such a condition is observed in the rst algorithm for the value of 1. Similar analyses have been performed for upper bound of scaling factor by considering range of 1.1 to 2 with the interval of 0.1. The value of 1.5 is recommended for the upper level of scaling that results in the error rate of 0.77% (see Figure 8) . Accordingly, the lower and upper bounds of the optimum scale factor have been obtained as 0.5 and 1.5, respectively; in the second algorithm, they are smaller than the corresponding values in the rst algorithm (i.e., 0.7 and 1.8). In addition, sensitivity to these parameters is lower when the second algorithm is used.
We compared crossover ratio e ects of the rst and second chromosomes on converging with the best solution by considering xed values of all other parameters mentioned above. 10 values of the probability ranged from 0.5 to 0.95, with the interval of 0.05, are utilized. A binary-permutation genetic algorithm with 10 values has been run 100 times to determine the rst chromosome crossover rate. 100 Similar analyses have been performed for the second chromosome crossover rate. Figure 8 shows the results of sensitivity analysis to crossover rate of the rst and second chromosomes. The parameter estimates show that minimum amount of error equal to 0.77% is related to the crossover rate of 0.65 for both of chromosomes.
The rst and second chromosome mutation probabilities in binary-permutation GA ranged from 0.001 to 0.045 with the interval of 0.005. We ran the algorithm 100 times the same as the pervious sections for each setting. Minimum value of the error of the rst chromosome is related to the mutation probability of 0.025 and is equal to 0.77% (Figure 8) . Accordingly, the optimal mutation rate of the rst chromosome has the same value as for Algorithms I and II. But, for the second chromosome, minimum rate of the error is related to the mutation rate of 0.035 and equal to 0.68% which is di erent from the corresponding value of the second chromosome in Algorithm I ( i.e., 0.025).
The nal optimum values for the controlling parameters of the second hybrid genetic algorithm are presented in Table 12 . The average response spectrum of 7 records chosen based on Algorithm II has been plotted along with design response spectrum (or target spectrum) in Figure 9 . Figure 10 shows Figure 9 . Comparison of average spectrum of selected-scaled records based on the binary-permutation GA with target spectrum. the scaled and un-scaled acceleration time histories of the selected ground motions from database. Peak ground acceleration of each record is shown in the gure. The number of selected records along with the scale factors for each record is presented in Table 13.
Concluding remarks
Di erent GA-based strategies were proposed to select and scale seven spectrum-compatible records among a large database of earthquake records with acceptable level of error rate. To improve the search capability of genetic algorithm in record scaling procedure, hybrid encoding was utilized in this paper through the framework of GA. In this regard, two chromosomes for the proposed hybrid genetic algorithms were chosen separately to reduce the error rate. Amount of error for real-permutation and binary-permutation coded GAs for the period range of matching (0.25-1.9 sec) was estimated as 0.84% and 0.68%, respectively, which shows higher performance of the second proposed algorithm. It is worth mentioning that the error rates of the proposed algorithms in this study are less than the developed conventional binary genetic model of Naeim et al. [4] , reported as 3.12%. The computational e ciency of the proposed model is also better than the solution quality of the re ned harmony search for optimal scaling and selection of accelerograms with minimal error of 5% [31] . It is worth noting that this study has tried to present a new insight into GAbased record selection procedure, and all site class records could be used in the framework of designed GA.
Based on the sensitivity analysis with the proposed algorithms, the following conclusions can be drawn:
An accurate evaluation of records scaling procedure is strictly connected to careful estimates of input parameters used in the GA analysis;
Increasing the generation repetition and the individual of the population not always leads to analysis error reduction;
Response sensitivity to the number of the population and generation repetition in the rst algorithm is less among others, as the error variation range for the rst and second parameters are 1.52 -2.6% and 1.52 -3.14%, respectively;
The sensitivity of the binary-permutation GA results to input parameters variations is less than realpermutation GA, which is very important for future use of such algorithms;
The maximum sensitivity is related to the chromosome crossover rate in the rst algorithm, where the error rate of this parameter increases from 0.55 to 4.46%. 
